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Outline
1. AO parameters at ORM
– TMT site tes>ng team: AO parameters at ORM
(Schöck presenta>on)
– E-ELT site tes>ng team (Vernin et al. 2011)

2. AO science – which parameters maKer?
3. Comparison with EELT and LCO

Summary of Site Parameters
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Adaptive Optics Turbulence Metrics
Form of metric:
Strehl2
with Strehl = exp(-σ2)
σ : wavefront error (WFE) in radians
In principle, this needs to include implementa>on and NGS controlled low-order
modes
However, normalizing to the best site is mathema>cally equivalent to only using
the incremental WFE with respect to that site
Best site: Maunakea 13N for AO performance, because of low free-atmosphere
turbulence strength and large isoplana>c angle

σ2 ~ λ-2
Need to evaluate this at a variety of wavelengths
Using J (1.22 µm), H (1.63 µm), K (2.19 µm)
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Adaptive Optics Turbulence Metrics
Wavefront error is calculated by two methods (but only Method 2 is used in the
ﬁnal results):
1. From measured turbulence parameters:
σ2 = σﬁgng2 + σbandwidth2 + σisopl2
Figng error:
σﬁgng2 ~ r05/3
Bandwidth error:
σbandwidth2 ~ τ05/3
Isoplana>sm error:
σisopl2 ~ θ25/3

Note that this is θ2 , not θ0 : taking the 2-DM correc>on of NFIRAOS into account

On-axis results by segng σisopl2 = 0

2. Full NFIRAOS simula>ons:
Use σ2 from above only to deﬁne representa>ve proﬁles
Run these proﬁles through the AO group’s MAOS simula>ons
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Summary of Site Parameters

AO merit func>on: Strehl2
with Strehl = exp(-σ2)
σ : wavefront error (WFE)
Turbulence contribu>ons: ﬁgng, bandwidth and isoplana>sm errors

WFE for all candidate sites from full end-to-end simula/on of NFIRAOS using
measured proﬁles
More informa>on in the backup slides
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Question: Isoplanatic Angle
and Coherence Time
Isoplana>c angle: SCIDAR provides reliable es>mate
GL does not maKer at all
We use MASS-resolu>on proﬁles from SCIDARs for comparison with other sites

There is no ques>on that the coherence >me is large at ORM
This has been shown over and over again
200 mbar wind speed (see next slide)
Weak high-eleva>on turbulence
Consistent with exis>ng measurements

No >me series of τ0 measurements simultaneous with SCIDAR proﬁles available

Using es>mate of average τ0 for all proﬁles for AO performance simula>ons
Some uncertainty on exact value, but:
Undoubtedly longer than at Chilean sites and probably a bit shorter than Maunakea
Sensi>vity and “inverse” analyses show that this has a small eﬀect on NFIRAOS
performance
6 ms is likely conserva.ve es.mate compared to other sites
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200 mbar wind speed

Published 200 mbar wind speeds

Our own analysis of radiosonde data

Two main conclusions:
Data published by IAC in agreement with our analysis
This is also true for the sites not shown here

There is no signiﬁcant trend in the long-term sta>s>cs
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Seasonal varia>on

Monthly medians of isoplana>c angle at ORM
Seeing and isoplana>c angle are best in summer,
worst in winter

E-ELT@ORM
• EELT considered ORM. Site characteriza>on
work 2005-2009. Vernin et al. (2011)
– Numbers are in good agreement with TMT
numbers. Excep>on is even higher clear frac>on

E-ELT@ORM
• Distribu>ons of isoplana>c angle and
coherence >me. Blue is ORM. Purple is
Ventarrones (near Paranal)

Vernin et al. (2011)

Summary: AO characteris>cs
• ORM appears to be a very good site for AO
– Long τ0 and θ make the site stand out; second
only to MK
– Wide-ﬁeld AO is a strength of the TMT design.
The good θ will be beneﬁcial and TMT could have
the best oﬀ-axis correc>on.

• Usable >me frac>on is ~85% that of
Armazones
– Will need an adap>ve queue to make best use of
this >me.

2. AO Science @TMT
See Simard’s presenta>on
hKp://ao4elt3.arcetri.astro.it/archive/slides_16445.ppt for lots
more detail

From Luc Simard: hKp://ao4elt3.arcetri.astro.it/archive/slides_16445.ppt

Summary of TMT Science
Objectives and Capabilities
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Strong Overlap Between Science
and Instrumentation
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From Luc Simard: hKp://ao4elt3.arcetri.astro.it/archive/slides_16445.ppt

AO science
• Good on-axis performance

– Key parameter is free atmosphere seeing
– E.g. Solar system objects, high redshiy galaxies, quasars

• Wide ﬁeld AO

– Requires good free atmosphere seeing and large
isoplana>c angle for consistent Strehl across the corrected
FOV
– E.g. Resolved popula>ons of nearby galaxies, Galac>c
centre

• Extreme AO (PFI)

– τ0 is the most important parameter
– E.g. Exoplanet imaging

3. Comparison with E-ELT

Comparison with E-ELT
• Sites are comparable for relevant AO parameters,
though usable >me frac>on at ORM is lower.
• AO performance therefore comes down to
telescope/enclosure design as well as that of the
AO system itself
– The adver>sed AO performance of TMT/NFIRAOS and
EELT/MAORY are quite diﬀerent. Adver>sed Strehl
ra>os in K are 0.75 (TMT) and 0.3 (EELT).
– There is a lot more to it than mirror diameter

The Importance of
Adaptive Optics
Seeing-limited observations and observations of resolved
sources
Sensitivity ∝ ηD2 (~ 14 × 8m)

Background-limited AO observations of unresolved sources
Sensitivity ∝ ηS 2 D 4 (~ 200 × 8m)

High-contrast AO observations of unresolved sources
2
Sensitivity ∝ η S D 4 (~ 200 × 8m)
1− S

Sensitivity =1/ time required to reach a given s/n ratio
η = throughput, S = Strehl ratio. D = aperture
diameter
19
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Design considera>ons
•

Both NFIRAOS and MAORY use similar deformable mirror technology and
are therefore limited by the same number of actuators.

– At a ﬁxed number of actuators, the size of a sub-aperture (the unit area over
which AO correc>ons can be sensed and made) will be larger and Strehl
performance will be lower.

•

Telescope control system can eat up some of your "AO performance
capital" to compensate for the ﬂoppiness of your telescope structure.

– This is what the E-ELT designers had to do. The deformable mirror correc>ons
are an integral part of the telescope control system because they had to make
the structure "ﬂoppy" enough to keep it down to a reasonable mass.
– The E-ELT cannot simply freeze all of its deformable mirror and operate. The
adap>ve mirror (M4) in the E-ELT architecture is a single point failure. If it
does not work, the whole telescope will not work. The E-ELT will always have
to be running adap>vely. The TMT telescope structure is s>ﬀ enough to avoid
this.

•

The other "ELT image quality killer" is windshake. An un-shielded ELT will
suﬀer about 800 milli-arcseconds of windshake jiKer. The DSL CaloKe will
be a key ingredient in the TMT performance.

On-axis AO corrected PSS
J

K

Hickson and Carlberg 2016

TMT@ORM
• 20% less sensi>ve than at MK13N for NIR AO
observa>ons. Comparable to TMT@LCO
• Outperforms EELT in J, but a factor 2 lower PSS in
K.
– Lower usable >me frac>on leads to another 20-30%
deﬁcit rela>ve to EELT
– The implementa>on of the AO system has a large
eﬀect

• Conclusion: TMT is likely to be highly compe>>ve
for NIR AO observa>ons, even at ORM.

